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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider unification in many-sorted theories,
i.e. in the many-sorted free algebras of terms, where variables
as well as the domains and ranges of functions are restricted to
certain subsets of the universe, which are given as a hierarchy
of sorts. We show that complete and minimal sets of unifiers may
not always exist in many-sorted theories and we present conditions for sort hierarchies which are equivalent for the existence of these sets with one, with finitely many or with infinitely
many elements. We also prove that being a forest-structured sort
hierarchy is a necessary and sufficient criterion for the Robinson Unification Theorem to hold in many-sorted theories. An algorithm for manysorted unification is given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A special point of interest in unification theory is whether a
set of most general unifiers for a unification problem exists
under a certain theory, i.e. a set of unifiers u such that each
unifier is an instance of one of the unifiers in U (Completeness) and no unifier in U is an instance of another member of U
(Minimality).
Such a set may not always exist [Fage and Huet
83], but when it does the cardinality of this set can be used to
induce a classification of the theories under which unification
is performed: A theory ii of type unitary if£ each such set (in
that theory) is a singleton, it is of type finitary iff such a
set has always finitely many elements, otherwise it is of type
infinitary [Siekmann 84].
This paper is concerned with unification in many-sorted theories. It was inspired by the fact that in many practical applications variables as well as the domains and ranges of functions
are restricted to certain subsets of the universe, which are given as a hierarchy . of sorts, i.e. a partially ordered set of
sorts. Unification in many-sorted theories CE-unification for
short) is the same as solving an equation in the corresponding
heterogeneous algebra rather than in a homogeneous algebra.
We shall prove in this paper that E-unification can be classified completely by conditions imposed on the structure of the
sort hierarchy. We show that complete and minimal sets of C-unifiers may not always exist and we present a condition for sort
hierarchies which is equivalent for the existence of these sets.
also present conditions for sort hierarchies which are equivalent whether c-unification is of type unitary, of type finitary or of type infinitary. We prove that being a forest structure is a sufficient and necessary criterion for the RobinWe
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son Unification Theorem to hold in many-sorted theories, i.e. a
criterion for the existence of a most general unifier without
'auxiliary variables'.
Finally we
theories.

present an algorithm for unification in many-sorted

This paper thereby generalizes and extends the results presented
in [Walther 84J.
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2. FORHAL PRELIMINARIES
Given

pairwise disjoint alphabets, the infinite set of variable

symbols

and

V

the

set of function symbols~ together with an

arity-function for them, we let T denote the set all well for~ed
terms

over

V

and~- For a term t, V{t) denotes the set of all

variable symbols int, and for a set D of terms, V{D) is defined
as UV{t) for all tED.
A mapping o from V to T with ox=x almost everywhere is called a
substitution. Substitutions are extended as endomorphisms to
mappings

from

T to T. Eis the empty or identity substitution,

i.e. Ex=x for any xEV. For subsets D of T we define oD={otltED}.
The domain of o, denoted DOM(o) is given by {xEVloxix} and the
codomain (or range) COD(o) of o is defined as oDOM(o). Since
DOM(o)

is finite for each substitution o, each substitution can

be represented as (and defined by) a finite set of variable-term
pairs {x ~t , . . . ,xn~tn}. SUB is the set of all substitutions.
1

The

1

restriction

o V
1

of

o

to

a

subset V of Vis defined as

o vx=ox, if xEV, and otherwise as o vx=x. A separation of o is a
1

1

sequence

o

1

, •.•

,on

of substitutions with pairwise disjoint do-

mains and codomains satisfying (1) 0=0 1 ° ... 0 on, (2) COD{oi)=
{yi}cV for each i with 1si<n, and (3) COD{on)nV=0 {where O denotes functional composition).
A

subset

V of V induces an equivalence relation =[V] on SUB by

o=P[V] iff ox=px for all xEV. The quasi-orderings of subsumption is defined in T by qsr iff Sq=r for some 9ESUB . q is more
general
ding
given

than rand r is an instance of q if qsr. The correspon-

quasi-ordering S[V] of subsumption in SUB over some vcv is
as

ose[V] iff A0 o=9[V] for some AESUB. For osS[V] we say

that o is more general thane over V. s[V] induces an equivalen-
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ce relation :[V] on SUB by d=P[V] iff d~P[V] and P~d[V]. [V] is
omitted in the above definitions if V=~.
a finite subset D={t 1 , ... ,tn} of r, a substitution a unifies D iff 19D1=1, i.e. et 1= ... =Stn. In this case we say Dis
unifiable and a is a unifier of D. U(D} is the set of all unifiers of D. A unifier d of Dis called a most general unifier
(or mgu for short} iff d~S for each SEU(D}. For any mgu d of D
we have (1) DOM(d)U~(COD(d) )C~(D), (2) d d=d, (3) 9=9°6 for each
SEU(D), and (4) d=T if Tis also an mgu of D, cf. [Fage and Huet
83, Eder 85J .
Given

0

Each unifiable subset D of r induces an equivalence relation 0
on rxr by q0r iff dq=dr for some mgu d of D. By the most generality of d, this definition is independent of d, since Tq=Tr
for each mgu T of D iff dq=dr for some mgu d of D. As usual T/ 0
denotes the quotient set of r modulo 0 . Obviously U(D)cU(M) and
IDl<oo iff IMl<oo for each equivalence class MET/ 0 .
A sort hierarchy is a pair (Y,<y) such that Y is a set partially
ordered by <y, where we assume Y+0. The members of Y are called
sort symbols
and <y is the subsort order of Y. If s 1<ys 2 or
s 1=s 2 , one writes s 1~ys 2 , and says s 1 is a subsort of s 2 . The
relation s 1<ys 2 is also written s 2 >ys 1 and similarly s 1~ys 2 is
sometimes written s 2 ~ys 1 . If Y is known from the context we
shall omit the indices, e.g. we write< for <y.
A sort hierarchy (Y,<y) is a forest structure iff s 1~s~s 2 implies s 1~s 2 or s 1~s 2 for all s 1 ,s 2 ,sEY. Following the standard
terminology of lattice theory, e.g. [Birkhoff 67], we define for
each s 0 EY, each ScY and each sES: s 0 is the least element of s
iff s 0 ES and s 0 ~s. The least element of Sis unique if it exists
at all. s 0 is a maximal element of S iff s 0 ES ands 0 fs. s 0 is a
lower bound of S if£ s ~s. s is the greatest lower bound or in0
0
fimum of s if additionally s'~s 0 for each lower bounds' of s.
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The

infimum of s i s unique if it exists and will be denoted ns.

The least element of Sis the infimum of Sand if S has an infimum such that nses, then ns is the least element of s.
The

set of all maximal elements ins will be denoted max(S} and

lbs(S}

is

the

{s 0 ESls 0 is

set of all lower bounds of Sin Y, i.e. max(S}=

VsES}

lbs(S}nSt0

and

lbs(S}={s EYls ~s
0

0

VsES}.

Note

that

iff nses. Sis a chain in Y iff Sis totally ordered

by

<, i.e. s 1 ~s or s ~s for all s ,s es. We note that any fi2
1 2
1 2
nite chain in Y has a least element. (Y,<y) is called a meet-semi lattice
infimum.
For

a

each

pair

of

sort

symbols

s

1

and s

2

has an

sort hierarchy {Y,<} let Y* denote the set of all finite

strings
each

iff

from

Y

including the empty string e. For each sEY and

wEY* let Vs be an infinite set of variable symbols and let

Tw,s be
pairwise

a set of function symbols such that all these sets are
disjoint. An Y-sorted signature Eis a family Ew,s of

sets such that Ew , s=V s UTw , s· Setting V=UVs and T= UTw, s for each
sEY and each wEY* we define terms as in the unsorted case, where
the arity of each fETw,s is given by the length of the string w.
th
For a function symbol fETs( 1 )_ .. s(k),s' the ;
domainsort off,
denoted (fJi, is s(i), provided 1~i~k. The sort [tJ of a term t
is s iff tEVs or t=f( ... ) and fETw,s for some wEY*. For Dcj, [DJ
is

the sortal image of D defined as {[tJEYltED}. Since the sort

of a term is determined only by the outermost symbol oft, we
have [otJ=(tJ and [oDJ=[DJ for each oESUB, tEj,V and Dcj,v_
For an Y-sorted signature E, the set jE of all well sorted terms

(or

E-terms

for

short) is the smallest subset of

r

satisfying

(1) VsUTe,scjE for each sEY and (2) f(q 1 ... qk)EjE' if qiEjE and
[qiJ~[fJi for each i with 1ii~k.

-7These noti ons are consistent with the standard terminology: for
<y=0, i.e. s 1~ys iff s 1 =s 2 , Jr is the freer-algebra generated
2
by V denoted J(EUV) i n [Huet and 0ppen 80] or Jr(V) in [Goguen
et al. 78J. Jr is the t-word algebra on V, denoted WE(V) in
[Cohn 81], if Y is a singleton. The difference is that for a sequence
q 1 , ... ,qk
of
E-terms
and some fE1s( 1 ) ... s(k},s'
f(q 1 ... qk)EJE entails [qiJ~s(i), whereas in the unordered (and
standard) case CqiJ=s(i) is required.
A substitution d satisfying dJECJE is called well-sorted or a
r-substitution. A more useful characterization is (dXJ~[xJ and
dXETr for all xEV and it can be proved that both definitions are
equivalent (see Appendix 1). SUBE is the set of all E-substitutions. Again these notions are in accordance with the many-sorted unordered case, where a substitution is defined as a sortpreserving t-endomorphism from JE to Jr [Huet and 0ppen 80],
thus guaranteeing (dxJ=[xJ and dXEJE for each xEV.
The quasi-ordering ~r of r-subsumption in TE is defined by q~rr
iff Sq=r for some SESUBr. Hence x~rY iff CxJ~yCYJ for all x,yEV.
The corresponding quasi-ordering ~r[V] of r-subsumption in SUBr
over some vcv is given as d~Ee[V] iff X d=8[V] for some XESUBr
and the corresponding equivalence relation =r[V] is defined by
d=rP[V] iff d~LP[V] and p~Ld[V].
0

The following observation leads us to introduce ~E and ~E[V]:
for the unsorted case we can prove that for all q 1 ,q ET
2
U({q 1 ,q 2 })i0, provided q 1 ~t and q 2 ~t for some tET and q ,q have
1 2
no variables in common . But this result can not be generalized
to the many-sorted case, i.e . replacing J by Jr and U by Ur
renders the above proposition false because having a common
well -sorted instance is not sufficient for having a well-sorted
unifier for a variable disjoint pair of well-sorted terms. For
instance, the variables b of sort bool and i of sort integer are
not r-unifiable although both have "2 (of sort real} as common
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well-sorted

instance.

However if additionally~ is replaced by

~E' the above proposition now also holds true in the many-sorted
case.
Given a finite subset D of rr and a substitution e, e is a runifier of D and Dis r-unifiable by 8 iff e is well-sorted and
unifies

D. Ur(D)=U(D)nSUBr is the set of all r-unifiers of D. o

is a well-sorted most general unifier or a E-mgu of D iff oESUBr
is an mgu of D.
But

unfortunately

the

notion of a most general unifier is too

strong to provide us with all the necessary concepts when unification

generalized to the many-sorted case (with <~t0). The

is

situation

is similar (but not identical) to that of unification

under equational theories, where the notion of an mgu is replaced

by the concept of complete and minimal sets of unifiers, cf.

[Plotkin

72,

Fage

and Huet 83, Siekmann 84]. According to the

standard terminology we define:
ueur(D)
each

is

complete

set of r-unifiers of some Derr iff for

SEUr(D) there is some oEU such that o~re[V(D)]. ueur(D) is

minimal
and

a

iff o~rP[V(D)] implies o=P for all o,PEU. Each complete

minimal

mings,
have:

i.e.
For

set

of

for

any

each

r-unifiers is unique up to variable renacomplete and minimal pair

u1 ,u 2 cur(D) we

oEU

1 there exists exactly one PEU 2 such that
o=rP[V(D)]
(the proof is the same as in the unsorted case, cf.
[Fage and Huet 83J).

Although

these notions are similar to the notions used for uni-

fication

under

rences:

Equality

equational
fected
theory.

equational theories, there are essential diffe-

when

theory

=

is

generalized to equality =E modulo some

E but the notion of substitutions is not af-

equational

reasoning is introduced to unification

In many-sorted theories substitutions are restricted to

well-sorted

ones

but

equality

remains

unchanged.

Ur(D)eU{D)eUE(D) for each Derr and an equational theory E.

Hence
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3 . SOHE £-UNIFICATION PROBLEMS
The following examples should serve to demonstrate the problems
associated with E-unification and also to illustrate the results
presented in the subsequent sections. Here we show how the
existence and cardinality of complete and minimal sets of
E-unifiers depend on the structure of a sort hierarchy.
Let (Y,<y)=(N,<N) and D={x,y} with xEVn and yEVm.
Then a 1={x~y} and a 2 ={y~x} are the only mgu's of D. For n~m,
a 1 ESUBE' and for m~n, a 2 ESUBE. Hence D possesses a E-mgu in
either case.~
Example

3.1

Later we will prove that each E-unifiable E-termset has a E-mgu,
provided (Y,<y) is a forest. The reason is that in a foreststructured sort hierarchy each E-unifiable pair of variables, as
x,y above, can be arranged in an mgu, i.e. x~y or y~x, so that
the resulting substitution is well-sorted.
We

will

also prove that being a forest structure is also a necessary condition for the Robinson Unification Theorem [Robinson
65] to hold true in many-sorted theories. As a consequence we
have to use auxiliary variables in order to obtain complete and
minimal sets of E-unifiers if non forest-structured sort hierarchies are used.
Let Y=SUSk with S={a,b} and Sk={nENln<Nk} where
kEN+U{oo} and let <y=Skxs. Figure 3.1 is a diagram of the sort
hierarchy under consideration, which is obviously not a forest
structure:

~E_x~a_m~p_l~e__3---'-._2
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a

o

0

h

0

h-1

!,?.,

~-J

o

b

0

1

0

0

Figure 3.1

Furthermore

let

D={x,y}

with

xE~a

and

yE~b'

let o 1 ={x~y},
o 2 ={y~x} and let eh={x~zh,y~zh} where zhE~h for any hESk. Since
neither a}yb nor blya, neither o 1 nor o 2 are E-substitutions,
i.e. D has no t-mgu. Now consider Uk={ehESUBlhESk}. Obviously
ukcUr(D) and later we shall prove that Uk is complete and minimal (see Appendix 2). ~
We shall also present necessary and sufficient conditions for
(Y,<y) such that each complete and minimal set of r-unifiers of
some E-termset
(1) is a singleton (as Uk for k=1 in Example 3.2 above),
(2) is finite (as Uk for kEN+ in Example 3.2 above), and
(3) is infinite (as Uk for k=oo in Example 3.2 above).
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Unfortunately, however, the existence of complete and minimal
sets of E-unifiers is not guaranteed at all, i.e. there are
cases where a E-unifiable E-termset has no complete and minimal
set of E-unifiers at all:
3.3 Let all notions be given as in Example 3.2, except
that we define <y=Skxs U <N. Figure 3.2 is a diagram of this
sort hierarchy:
Example

t

h

0

h-1

y_,
0

a

o

o

~tJ
0

0

b

1
0

Figure 3.2

We can prove that {8k_ 1 } is a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers of D if kEN+. But D has no complete and minimal set of
E-unifiers for k=oo (see Appendix 3 for a proof}.~
Further on we shall formulate a condition for sort hierarchies,
called the maximal-sorts condition, and we shall prove that this
condition is equivalent for the existence of a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers.
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4. HOST GENERAL WEAKEN ING SETS

Throughout the following three chapters, we let D be any finite
and t-unifiable subset of jr for which we are seeking a complete
and minimal set oft-unifiers. As we have seen in Example 3.2,
auxiliary variables can become indispensable in order to obtain
such a set. These new variables are formally introduced by certain t -substitutions, called weakening substitutions, which replace certain variables in the set D.
Since there are several distinct variable replacements we have
also several distinct weakening substitutions, which are collected in a so-called most general weakening set W(D} of D.
Let us look closer at the introduction of new variables before
we go into formal details : Suppose that during the computation
of a complete and minimal set of r-unifiers of D, as a subproblem some variables {x 1 , .. . ,xn}=VC~(D} have to be r-unified 'as
generally as possible'.
If n[VJE[VJ, then nCVJ=[xJ for some xEV and Ax={x 1~x, ... ,xn~x}
is obviously a r-mgu of V, i.e. we do not need auxiliary variables in this case. But for nCVJf[VJ, Ax cannot be a r - substitution
for any xEV. We need a new variable, say y, and
Ay={x 1~Y, ... ,xk~y} unifies V.
But which sort do we stipulate for y? We have to guarantee
[yJElbs[VJ, because otherwise we cannot expect the result to be
well-sorted (which is a matter of correctness). As we shall see
in subsequent sections [yJEmax(lbs[VJ) is a necessary condition
to obtain a minimal set of r-unifiers. But max(lbs[VJ) may have
more than one element and as a matter of completeness we need a
new variable y(s) for each sEmax(lbs[VJ).

-13Hence U={Ay(s)ESUBElsEmax(lbs[VJ)} is a minimal subset of UE(V)
but u is only complete if in addition for each sElbs[VJ some
smEmax(lbs[VJ) exists such that s~sm.
To define the weakening substitutions for a given DCJE' we have
to identify the subsets V of V(D) (as the set V above), which
necessitate a variable replacement. The following technical
lemma proves that these sets are given as those equivalence
classes of O of which the sortal image has no least element.

Lemma 4.1 For each MEJ/ 0 , McV(D) or nCMJE[MJ.

For McV{D) the
qfV(D) for some qEM.
Proof

lemma holds trivially, so let us assume

case <i) qEV: Then qfDOM(o)UV(COD{o)) for each mgu o of D, because DOM(o)UV(COD(o))cV(D). Hence oq=or if£ q=r for each rEJ,
i.e. M={q} and obviously ncMJE[MJ.0

qfV: For 9EUE(D) a unifies M, i.e. aq=Sr and in particular [9qJ=[SrJ for each rEM. With SESUBE we obtain [9rJ~[rJ,
hence [SqJ~CrJ and therefore (9qJElbs[MJ. But [SqJ=[qJ because
qfV, hence [qJ=n[MJE[MJ.0~
case

(ii)

Note that by the above lemma, M={MEJ/ 0 1n[MJf[MJ} is a finite
set of finite subsets of V(D). This fact guarantees that the
following definition, which renders our idea of how new variables have to be introduced precise, is meaningful.

-14-

Definition

4.1

Let

M={MET/ 1nCMJf[MJ}.

0

Lemma 4.1 M={V 1 , ... ,Vn} for some
for each i with 1~i~n:

v1 , ..

If

Mf0, then by

. ,vnc~(D} and we define

( 1 } zic~,~(D} such that zinzh=0 for any hti,
(2) vari is an injective mapping from max(lbs[ViJ) to Zi such
that [var. (s)J=s for all sEmax(lbs[V.J),
S

l

S

( 3 } Wi={µiESUBlµi={xi~vari(s)}

l

for some sEmax(lbs[ViJ)}

where xiEVi is arbitrary but fixed.
A most general weakening set or mgw-set W of Dis a subset of
SUB satisfying
(4) W={µESUBlµ=µ 1 o ... oµn, where µiEWi}
where each element of Wis called a
weakening substitution.
Finally, the sortal degree 6D of Dis defined as

and D satisfies the maximal-sorts condition iff

holds

true

for

each i. For M=0 we assert W={E}, 6D=1 and D

satisfies the maximal-sorts condition.~

Note

that

lbs[ViJf0 for each i because Dis E-unifiable. Hence

6D=O entails that D does not satisfy the maximal-sorts condition, since max(lbs[ViJ)=0 for some i. But the converse does not
hold

because there is an D with 6DfO and D does not satisfy the

maximal-sorts condition (see Appendix 4).

-15Mgw-sets

do

in fact exist. They consist oft-substitutions and

their cardinality is given by the sortal degree of D:

Lemma 4.2 An mgw-set of D exists and for each mgw-set W
of D,

IWl=6D and WcSUBt.

Let

Proof

then

all

notions

W={E}CSUBE

be given as in Definition 4.1. If M=0,

is an mgw-set of D, Wis the only mgw-set of D

and IWl=1=6D.
Now

suppose Mt0. If max(lbs[ViJ)=0 for some i, then Wi=0, hence

W=0 and 6D=O. For max(lbs[ViJ)t0 for each i, we obtain the existence of Wi by Lemma 4.1 and IWil=lmax(lbs[ViJ)I, hence IWl=6D
and so W obviously exists.
Finally
xEDOM(µ),

for

each

member

then xEVi and [µxJElbs[ViJ for some i, i.e. [µxJ~[xJ.

Hence µESUBL and WCSUBL.
The
of

µ of an mgw-set of D, µ~c~cjE and if

following
weakening

~

two technical lemmata prove essential properties
substitutions, which provide the necessary prere-

quisites for the main theorem of this section.

Lemma 4.3 Letµ be a member of an mgw-set of D. Then n[NJE[NJ
for each NEj/µo ·

Proof Sinceµ replaces different variables in D by new different

var i ables , µD is unifiable and for each NEJ/µD exactly one
MEj/D exists such that µM=N. Let all notions be given as in
Definiti on 4 . 1 :

-16Case ( i ) n[MJE[MJ: Suppose that [µMJt[MJ. Since [µqJ=[qJ for
each qET,v some xEMnDOM(µ) exists . Hence xEVi for some ViET/ 0
satisfying ncviJf[ViJ. But xis a member of exactly one equivalence class of 0 , and therefore M=Vi contradicting n[MJE[MJ.v
Hence [µMJ=[MJ anu thus ncuMJE[µMJ. 0
Case

(ii)

n[MJf[MJ: Then with Definition 4.1 for some i and some

siEmax(lbs[ViJ),
M=Vi and [µMJc[ViJU{si}. But then siElbs
([ViJU{si})clbs[µMJ. Now let sElbs[µMJ. Then sssi because siE
[µMJ, hence si=n[µMJE[µMJ. 0
So in either case n[µMJE[µMJ and setting
proved. igi

N=µM

the lemma has been

Lemma 4.4 Let 8EUE(D) and letµ be a member of an mgw-set of
D. Then for some TESUB

(1) Tis an rngu of µD, and
(2) TS8[V(D)nV(µD)].

Proof Let p be an rngu of D and let p 1 , ... ,PnESUB be a separation
of p. We define T1' ... ,Tn,TESUB by
(3) DOM(Ti)=µDOM(pi)
(4) COD(Ti)=µCOD(pi)
(5) DOM(Tn)=DOM(pn)
(6) Tn=µ pn[DOM(Tn)], and
0

(7)

T=T 1 o

•••

0

Tn,

where 1si<n. Since µ replaces different variables
new different variables, (1) obviously holds and
(8) µoµ=e:[V(D)]

in D by

-17for some µESUB. Now let XEV(D)nV(µD). If xfDOM(T), then 9µTx=
eµx=ex

and

because

p

for

xEDOM(T) we obtain eµTx=eµµpjx=epjx=epx=ex,

is an mgu of D, e unifies D and by (8). Hence in ei-

ther case eoµoT=S[V(D)nV(µD)] and (2) has been proved.~

All weakening substitutions µEW(D) share the interesting property

(and

this is the main result of this section), that each µD

has a E-mgu. This result will provide the key for the main theorems about E-unification in the subsequent sections.

Theorem 4.5 Letµ be a member of an mgw-set of D. Then µD has
a E-mgu.

Proof For each SEUE{D) by Lemma 4.4 some TESUB exists such that
(1) Tis an mgu of µD, and
(2) A0 T=9[V{D)nV(µD)]
for

some

AESUB.

Let

T 1 , ... Tn

be

a

separation

of

T,

let

{yi}=COD(Ti) and let Vi=DOM(Ti)U{yi} for each i with 1~i<n. Then
ViET/µD for each i, because for any uEVi and each qET with
TU=Tq we obtain yi=Tq, hence qEVi.
By

Lemma

4.3

each

(ViJ

has

a least element, hence for some

xiEVi,(xiJ=n(Vi]. Let d1 .... ,dn-1'dESUB be defined by
(3) di={yi~xi} 0 Ti' for each i with 1~i<n, and
(4) d=d 1 o ... odn_ .
1
Since

we

obtain

doTn='r, hence

di

from

by a variable renaming, we know

- 18 -

(5) doTn is an mgu o f µD .
We show that
(6) [dixJ~[xJ, for each xEV and each i .
For

xfVi

[X].

If

we have Ti x=x•yi , i.e. dix=x and in particular [o i. xJ=
xEVi'

then

Ti x=yi.

and

b y (3 ) dix=xi. Hence [oixJ=

cxiJ~[xJ because cxiJ =ncviJ .
From (3) we infer COD(di)={xi}, i . e . dixevcrL for each xEV,
hence with (6) diESUBE for each i and by (4) we obtain

Now suppose TnxEV for some xEV . With COD(Tn)nV=0 we obtain
TnX=X, i.e. [oTnX]=(dX]~[X] by (7). If TnXfV for some xEV, then
xEV(D)nV(µD)
and we obtain [dTnX] = [TnX]=[TX]=[ATX]=[9X]~[X] by
(2) and SESUBL. Hence in either c a se

Next we prove that

we obtain dTnx=oxE~ and (9)· has been proved. Now

For

xfDOM(Tn)

let

xEDOM(Tn) and t=Tnx. We assume by way of contradiction that

dtfjr· Then t has a subterm r=f(r 1 ... rk) such that

From

XEDOM(Tn)

with
9ESUBE,
[Arj]~[f]j.

we

obtain xEV(D)nV(uD), hence by (2) At=ex and
Therefore

ArErE

and

in

particular

-19-

Now if rJ.fV, then [ar . J=[r . J=[Ar.J<[fJ., hence by (10)
J

J

J -

J

Since r is a subterm of some member t of COD(T) and Tis an mgu
of µD,
a . subterm q=f(q 1 .. . qk) of some term in µD exists such
that
(12) qEJL , and
(13) Tq=r

By (11) we
COD(Tn)nV=0.

obtain

TqjEV,

hence

qjEV and qjfDOM(Tn) because

If q . fV . for each i then dTq.=aq.=q. and if q.EV . for some i,
J
1
J
1
J
J
J
then
dTq ,=dT , q.=dy . =x..
With
[x.J=n[V.J we have [dTqjJ=
J
1 J
1
1
1
1
[xiJ~[qjJ, hence in either case

From (12) we infer [qjJ~[fJj, hence by (14) and (15) [arjJ~[fJj
contradicting (10).v
From (8) and
E-mgu of D. ~

(9)

we obtain doTnESUBE' hence by (5) doTn is a

- 20-

5. £-UNIFICATION WITH FOREST-STRUCTURED SORT HIERARCHIES
We consider here the special case where (Y,<y) is a forest
structure, i.e. a (finite or infinite) collection of (finite or
infinite) trees. This special case deserves our interest because
we can prove that being a forest structure is a necessary and

sufficient condition for a sort hierarc hy such that the Robinson
Unification Theorem [Robinson 65] holds in many-sorted theories.
We start with a technical lemma about forest-structured sort
hierarchies.

Lemma 5.1 Let (Y,<y) be a forest-structured sort hierarchy
and let scY such that O<ISl<oo. Then nses, if lbs(S)f0.

Proof If lbs(S)f0, then for some s 0 EY, s ~s for each sES.
0
s 1 ,s 2 es. Then s ~s ~s , hence s ~s or s Ls because (Y,<y)
1 0 2
1 2
1 2
forest. Therefore Sis a chain in Y and since by assumption
finite and not empty s'~s for some s'ES and each sES,
s'=nSES. ~

Theorem

5.2

Let
is a
Sis
i.e.

(Y,<y) is a forest-structured sort hierarchy

iff each E-unifiable DcTE has a E-mgu .

Proof
' ➔'
Let SEUE(D) and let MET/ 0 . Then e unifies M, i.e.
Sq=r
for some rET and each qEM. With SESUBE we obtain
[rJ=[SqJ~[qJ for each qEM, hence lbs([MJ)f0.
Since
Lemma

Dis finite, Mis also finite, hence [MJ is finite and by
5.1 n[MJE[MJ. Hence W={E} is the only mgw-set of D and by

Theorem 4.5 ED=D has a E-mgu. 0

-21•~• Let s(1),s{2),sEY such that
(*)

S(1) 2 S

~

S(2)

and let x1E~S(1) X2E~S(2) and yE~s · Then 8={X1~Y,X2~Y} unifies
D={x 1 ~x 2 } and by(*), eESUBE. By assumption D has a E-mgu, hence
d1={X1~x2}

or d2={X2~x1} is in SUBE.

For d1ESUBE we obtain s(1)=[X1]2[d1X1]=[X2]=s(2) and if d2ESUBE'
then s(1)=Cx 1 J=[d 2x 2 J~Cx 2 J=s(2). Hence s(1)2s(2) or s(1)~s(2)
and therefore (Y,<y) is a forest structure. 0~
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6. £-UNIFICATION WITH GENERAL SORT HIERARCHIES
In this section we prove the existence of complete and minimal
sets of E-unifiers for E-unifiable E-termsets which satisfy the
maximal-sorts condition: We define so called most general unifier sets and prove that each such set consists of E-unifiers,
is complete and is also minimal.

Definition 6.1 Let W be some mgw-set of D. Then U(W) is a
most general unifier set or mgu-set of D (relative to W) iff
U(W) is a minimal subset of SUB satisfying:
VµEW 3oESUB such that
(1) o µEU(W)
, and
(2) a is a E-mgu of µD. ~
0

Mgu-sets do in fact exist. They consist of E-unifiers and their
cardinality is given by the sortal degree of D, i.e. we can
prove:

Lemma 6.1 An mgu-set of D exists and for each mgu-set U
of D, IUl=~D and UcUE(D).

Proof By Lemma 4.2 an mgw-set W of D exists and for each such
set IWl=6D and WcSUBE. By Theorem 4.5 for each µEW there is some
oESUBE such that a is an mgu of µD. Hence for some UcSUB, U is
an mgu-set of D.

-23Now

let

U

be

an

mgu-set

of D. Then by the minimality of u,

IUl=IWl=6D and for each PEU,P=a µ with a,µESUBE and a is an mgu
of µD. Hence PESUBE and p unifies D, i.e. PEUE(D). ~
0

To

prove

the

completeness of an mgu-set we need the following

technical lemma which states that each r-unifier is a E-instance
of some weakening substitution.

Lemma 6.2 Let SEUE(D) and
satisfies the maximal-sorts
some µEW.

let W be an mgw-set of D. If D
condition then µ~Ee[V(D)] for

Proof Let all notions be given as in Definition 4.1. For M=0, we

obtain W={E} and the lemma holds trivially.
So let us assume M+0: With SEUE(D) we obtain for any i SEU(Vi)'
hence [SxJElbs[ViJ for each xEVi because SESUBE. But then
[exJ~si for some siEmax(lbs[ViJ) since D satisfies the maximalsorts condition by the hypothesis. With siEmax(lbs[ViJ) we obtain si~[µixJ for
{vari(si)}. Hence

each

xEVi

and

some

µiEWi

with COD(µi)=

and some µ=µ 1 ° .. . µnEW exists such that µiEWi and each µi satisfies
(*) . Let µ 1 ={xirzi}' i.e. µ={x 1rz 1 , ... ,xnrzn}' where
{z 1 , ... ,zn}nV(D)=0 and suppose elV(D)={y 1~ey 1 , ... ,ymreym}. We
define AESUB by A={z 1rex 1 , ... ,znrexn,y 1rey 1 .. ,ymreym}. From(*)
we obtain [9Xi]~[Zi] and with SESUBE obviously AESUBE.
0

Now let
xfDOM(µ)

XEV(D).
If XEDOM(µ), then X=Xi and AµXi=AZi=Sxi. For
we obtain AµX=Ax=ex because xfCOD(µ). Hence in either

case Aoµ=S[V(D)] and with AESUBE' µ~te[V(D)].

~

-24-

Theorem
of D.

6.3
Then

(Completeness
for

P~r8[V(D)],
condition.

each

Theorem) Let Ube an mgu-set

8EUE(D)

provided

D

some PEU exists such that

satisfies

the

maximal-sorts

Proof Let U=U(W) be an mgu-set relative to some mgw-set W of D.
By the hypothesis D satisfies the maximal-sorts condition, hence
with Lemma 6.2 A µ=9[V(D)] for some µEW and some AESUBE . µD has
a t-mgu by Theorem 4.5, hence by Definition 6.1 doµEU for some
t-mgu d of µD.
0

With

9EUE(D) we have A 0 µEUE(D),

i.e. AEUE(µD), hence A=A 0 d. But

then AOdoµ=Aoµ=8[V(D)], i.e. doµ~L8[V(D)] .

Note

that

the

~

the completeness of an mgu-set is guaranteed only if

t-unifiable

t-termset

under

consideration

satisfies the

maximal-sorts condition. To prove the minimality no such proviso
is

required. Again we need a technical lemma before proving the

main theorem.

Lemma 6.4 Letµ be a member of an mgw-set of D and let d be
a t-mgu of µD. Then [dµxJ=[µxJ for each xEDOM(µ).

Proof

Let

xEDOM(µ)

all
we

notions

infer

xEVi

be
for

contradiction that [dµxJ+[µxJ.

given
some
Hence

as

in Definition 4.1. From

i. Let us assume by way of

-25because oESUBL. Since o is an mgu of µD andµ replaces different
variables in D by different new variables, o is an mgu of µVi'
ie. oµv=µvi for some viEVi and each vEVi. But then oµx=µvi for
some viEVi .
Using (1) we obtain [µviJ<[µxJ, hence vi+x and with Definition
4.1 (3) vifDOM(µ). But then µvi=vi and thus

But by Definition 4.1 (2,3) [µxJs[vJ for each vEVi' i.e.
[µxJs[viJ' and by (2) [µxJ<[µxJ.v Hence [oµxJ=[µxJ for each
xEDOM(µ) and the lemma has been proved.~

Theorem 6.5 (Minimality Theorem) Let Ube an mgu-set of D and

let p 1 ,p 2 eu . Then P 1=P 2 , if P1 sLp 2 [~(D)].

Proof

Let us assume by way of contradiction that A P1 =P 2 [~(D)]
! for some AESUBL, but P +P . By Definition 6.1 there is an mgw1 2
'
set w of D, some µ 1 ,µ 2 EW and some o 1 ,o 2 ESUBL such that for j=1,2
0

(1) Pj=oj µj
, and
(2) oj is a L- mgu of µjD.
0

For µ 1 =µ , u~{Pj} (for any jE{1,2}) is also an mgu-set of D by
2
•Definition 6.1 . But this is impossible by the minimality of u,

Let all notions be given as in Definition 4.1. From µ 1+µ we
2
obtain µ 1xi+µ 2 xi for some xiEDOM(µ 1 )=DOM(µ 2 ), hence

-26-

(3) [µ 1xiJt[µ 2xiJ
, by Definition 4.1
(4) {[µ 1xiJ,[µ 2xiJ}cmax(lbs[ViJ), by Definition 4.1, and
(5) [µ 2xiJ~[µ 1xiJ
, because
[µ2xiJ=[d'2µ2xiJ'
=[P2Xi]
=[>--P1Xi J
~[p1xiJ
=[d'1µ1xiJ'
=[µ1xiJ

I

I

I

From
V@

by Lemma 6.4 using ( 2)
by ( 1 )
by assumption
since >-.ESUBI:
by ( 1 )
by Lemma 6.4 using ( 2) .

(4) and (5) we obtain [µ 1xiJ=[µ 2xiJ which contradicts (3).

-27-

7. A CLASSIFICATION OF SORT HIERARCHIES

Here we formulate a condition for sort hierarchies, the maximalsorts condition, and we prove that this condition is sufficient
and necessary for the existence of complete and minimal sets of
E-unifiers. We also define properties of sort hierarchies which
are equivalent in having one, finitely many or infinitely many
members for a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers.

sort
mal-sorts condition iff
Definition

7.1

A

hierarchy (Y,<) satisfies the maxifor each non-empty and finite ScY:

VsElbs(S) 3s mEmax(lbs(S)). sss m.

degree 1
degree

w

iff lmax(lbs(S)) IS1 , and has
iff lmax(lbs(S))l<oo

for each non-empty and finite scY.
(Y,<) has degree oo iff (Y,<) has not degree w.

~

(Y,<)
hierarchy
sort
satisfies the
maximal-sorts condition iff each E-unifiable DcrE has a
complete and minimal set of E-unifiers u with IUl=~D.
Theorem

7.1

A

-28-

By Lemma 6.1 there is an mgu-set U of D with ucuE(D)
and IUl=AD. (~,<) satisfies the maximal-sorts condition, hence D
satisfies the maximal-sorts condition and by Theorem 6.3 u is
complete. Finally, U is minimal by Theorem 6.5. 0
Proof

•~• We
i.e.

' ➔'

prove that (~,<) satisfies the maximal-sorts condition,

(1) VsElbs(S) 3smEmax(lbs(S)). sssm
wheres is any finite and non-empty subset of~Let S={s 1 , ... ,sk} and let D={x 1 , ... ,xk}cV with [x1 J=si. Foi
lbs(S)=0 (1) holds trivially, so let us assume lbs(S)t0. Then we
can define xsEVs and es={x 1~xs, ... ,xk~xs} for each sElbs(S). Obviously each esEUE(D) and by the hypothesis a complete and minimal subset U(D) of UE(D) exists.
We define UCU(D) by U={oEU(D) lo~Ees[V(D)] 3sElbs(S)}. Since
e 8 EUE(D) and U(D) is complete we know that Ut0. Now for each oEU
we have AdXi=esxi for some ASUBE' some sElbs(S) and each xi ED.
With esx 1 =xsEV we obtain oxiEV and with oEUE(D) we have oD= {y 0 }
for some y 0 EV.
Let Su={Cy 0 JE~loEU}. Then [y 0 J=CoxiJs[xiJ=si for each i and each
~EU, hence [y 0 JElbs(S), i.e.

By definition of U, for each sElbs(S) there is some AESUBE and
some
oEU
such
that
Aoo=Ss[V(D)],
hence
s=[x S J=[ex l. J=
[AOXi]S[oxi]=[yo]ESu, i.e.

- 29Now suppose that for some dEU [y 0 J is not maximal in lbs(S),
i.e. [y 0 J<s' for some s'Elbs(S). Then by (3), s's[yPJ for some
PEU, i.e.

Let o={Yp~y 0 }. Then oESUBE by (4) and opxi=oyp=y 0 =oxi for any
xi ED, i.e . p~Eo[~(D)] and with p,oEUcU(D) and the minimality of
U(D), P=o contradicting (4) .v Hence [y 0 J is maximal in lbs(S)
for any oEU, i.e. with (2)
(5) sucmax(lbs(S)).
We infer (1) from (3) and (5), thus (Y,<) satisfies the maximalsorts condition. 0~

The following theorem characterizes the cardinality of complete
and minimal sets of r:-unifiers as a function of the structure of
a particular sort hierarchy.

Let (Y,<) be a sort hierarchy satisfying the
maximal-sorts condition. Then
Theorem

7.2

( 1) ( y
has degree 1 iff
IU(D)l=1 for each r: - unifiable Derr:
I ()

( 2)

(y I

()

(3)

(y I

()

has degree w iff
I U(D) I <oo for each r:-unifiable DcTE

IU(D) 1=00

has degree oo iff
for some E-unifiable DcTE'

where U(D) denotes a complete and minimal subset of UE (D).

-30-

By Theorem 7.1 each E-unifiable subset DcTE has a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers U(D) with U(D)=6D. If (Y,<)
has degree 1, then 6D=1=1UI and if (Y,<) has degree w, then
IUl=6D<oo. 0
Proof

' ➔'

·~· Each complete and minimal subset of UE(D) is unique up to
variable renamings, hence by Theorem 7.1: For each E-unifiable
subset DcTE and any complete and minimal subset U(D) of UE(D),
U(D) I =6D.
Let ScY such that S={s(1), ... ,s(k)} and let D={x 1 , ... ,xk} such
that xiE~s(i)" If lbs(S)t0, then Dis E-unifiable and IU(D) 1=6D=
lmax(lbs(S)) I, i.e.
( 4) Imax ( lbs ( S) ) I= I U( D) I , if lbs ( s) t0 , and
( 5) Imax (lbs ( S) ) I =0
, if lbs(S)=0.
Now if IU(D) 1=1 for each E-unifiable DcTE' max(lbs(S) li1 by (41
and (5), hence (Y,<) has degree 1 and we have proved (1).
For IU(D) 1<00 for any E-unifiable DcTE' we obtain lmax(lbs(S)) 1<00
by (4) and (5), i.e.
(Y,<) has degree w. Hence (2) has been
proved. 0
Finally (3) is the contraposition to (2).

0~

Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 are the central results for the characterization of sort hierarchies w.r.t. the existence and the cardinality of complete and minimal sets of E-unifiers. The following
two lemmata deal with cases which are of interest in practical
applications, viz. E-unification for sort hierarchies with finite Y and for those where (Y,<y) forms a meet-semilattice.

-31-

Corollary 7.3 Let (Y,<) be a sort hierarchy with finite Y.

Then each E-unifiable DcrE possesses a finite, complete
and minimal set of E-unifiers.

Y is finite, then each non-empty subset S* of Y has a
maximal element, i.e.
(S*,>) satisfies the minimum condition
(cf. [Cohn 81]) and we can prove by Noetherian induction:
Proof

If

With Y finite, lbs(S) is finite for any ScY and by (*) (Y,<)
satisfies the maximal-sorts condition. By Theorem 7.1, each
E-unifiable subset of rE has a complete and minimal set of
[-unifiers. This set is finite by Theorem 7.2 (2), because (Y,<)
has degree w if Y is finite. ~

Let (Y,<) be a meet-semilattice. Then each
E-unifiable DcrE has a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers
which is a singleton.
Corollary

7.4

If (Y,<) is a meet-semilattice, ns exists for each nonempty and finite scY, i.e. max(lbs(S))={ns}. Hence (Y,<) satisfies the maximal-sorts condition and has degree 1, and by Theorems 7.1 and 7.2(1) this corollary has been proved. ~
Proof
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8. A [-UNIFICATION ALGORITHM
At

the very heart of each (Robinson} unification algorithm, cf.

[Robinson

65], variable symbols x have to be unified with terms

t. The resulting substitution, represented by {x~t}, is composed
of

other substitutions of this kind finally yielding an mgu for

the

set

of

(provided

terms initially given to the unification algorithm

the

set

is unifiable}. Hence each unification algo-

rithm contains a sequence of statements like the following:
(1) if x=t then return({}}
(2) if xEV(t) then stop/failure
(3) return ({x~t})
Figure 8.1 Unification of variables and terms
On

unification

set

of

symbols

in

many-sorted theories a complete and minimal

E-unifiers

is obtained by introduction of new variable

using most general weakening substitutions, cf. Defini-

tion 4.1.
We

modify

algorithm

the
by

unification algorithm to obtain a E-unification
replacing

statement

(3)

in

Figure

following sequence of statements:
( 3 . 1 ) i f [tJ~y[xJ then return ({{x~t}})
( 3. 2)

if tfV or lbs{[tJ,[xJ}=0 then stop/failure

(3.3) if [xJ<y[tJ then return ({{t~x}})
(3.4} let { s 1 , ... , sk} =max ( lbs { [tJ, [xJ})
( 3. 5} let
{z 1 , ... ,zk}cV such that no

zi is used

before and [ziJ=si
(3.6} return ({{x~z 1 ,t~z 1 }, ... ,{x~zk,t~zk}}}
Figure 8.2 E-unification of variables and terms

8.1 by the

-3 3-

It can be verified that, for each finite DcTE given as input the
E-unification
D

is

not

algorithm terminates with a failure indication if

E-unifiable.

Otherwise it terminates with a finite,

complete and minimal set U(D) of E-unifiers of D, provided (~,<)
satisfies

the maximal-sorts condition and also has degree w. If

(f,<) is a forest structure then U(D)={o}, where a is a E-mgu of
D, because in this case at least one of the conditions in the
above statements (3.1)-(3.3) is always satisfied.

9. APPLICATIONS. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is a wide variety of areas particularly in computer science

where

bases,

unification

problems arise, as for instance in data-

information retrieval, computer vision, natural language

processing,
guages,

expert

automated

systems, computer algebra, programming lantheorem proving, logic programming etc.

Starting with the Robinson Unification Problem [Robinson 65J,
i.e. unification in the empty equational theory or the free algebra
e.g.

of

terms

respectively,

several aspects of unification,

unification under special equational theories or universal

unification,

have

been investigated and unification theory has

become an important subfield of artificial intelligence and computer science, cf. [Siekmann 84].
In

particular unification is a central notion in resolution and

paramodulation
binson
tion

73].

based

theorem proving [Robinson 65, Was and Ro-

In [Walther 83] a many-sorted version of a resolu-

calculus with paramodulation is proposed in which E-unifi-

cation can lead to a drastic reduction of the search space (cf.
[Walther 85] for a case study).

-34-

In

[Schmidt-Schauss 85] this calculus is extended with polymorfunction

symbols (where the sort of a term f(t 1 ... tn) can
depending on the sorts of its arguments t 1 , ... ,tn) and the

phic

vary

existence of complete and minimal sets of [-unifiers with finite
cardinality

is proved under the proviso that there are finitely

many sorts.
Unification

is

also

one of the basic mechanisms in the Knuth-

Bendix completion algorithm [Knuth and Bendix 67, Huet and Oppen
80].

In

treat

this

and

approach

conditional equations are difficult to

therefore the use of sorts (and subsorts) can be ad-

vantageous because conditions can sometimes be expressed by sortal constraints.
A
ham

further advantage in this context is pointed out in [Cunningand

Dick

85]: sorts can be used to deal economically with

functions

partial

soning

or

without leaving the scope of equational rea-

introducing

excessive

formal clutter by error ele-

ments. A unification algorithm is presented and it is shown that
complete
member,

and
if

admitted.

minimal sets of [-unifiers can have more than one
is

(~,<~)

a lattice and polymorphic functions are

An algorithm for [-matching is given which returns at

most one substitution (see also Appendix 5).
[Goguen

et al. 85] present a rewrite rule-based operational se-

mantics

for

many-sorted algebra with subsorts and polymorphism

discuss

pattern matching as well as term rewriting in this

and

context.
A short survey of advantages which sortal inferences by [-unification

may

clause

grammars

[Frisch 85J.

yield

in logic programming, in parsing with Horneand

in

knowledge

retrieval

is presented in

-35-

In

all

which

these
avoid

cases of application only those sort hierarchies
complete and minimal sets of E-unifiers with infi-

cardinality are of interest. Corollary 7.3 provides a sim-

nite

ple

sufficient

problems

and

E-unification
Hence

condition
the

entering

problem

has

for this. Additionally, backtracking
of
at

deadends

are avoided, if each

most one most general solution.

Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 7.4 are of practical importance

because each sort hierarchy can be embedded into a meet-semilattice

by invention of additional sorts (cf. also [Irani and Shin

85]).

However,
results

non-polymorphism

presented

is an essential prerequisite for the

in the preceding sections to hold true. Con-

sider for instance the forest-structured sort hierarchy(~,<)=
({int,
real},{(int,real)}) and the polymorphic function i (for
setintersection)

which

yields a result of sort int if at least

one argument has sort int, and otherwise a result of sort real.
Then

for

D={n,i(x y)},

{o 1 ,o } with o ={n~i(m y),x~m} and a =
2
1
2
{n~i(x m),y~m} is a complete and minimal set of E-unifiers of D,

where n,mE~int and x,yE~real" So even in this simple sort hierarchy a unification problem may have more than one most general
solution if polymorphic functions are admitted.
As

for ordinary unification, a E-unification problem can be ex-

pressed in terms of first-order logic as the problem of deciding
the validity of a certain first-order formula. For ordinary uni-

fication we have
{q,r} is unifiable iff II- 3x 1 , ... ,xn. q=r
where

q,r

are any terms with ~({q,r})={x 1 , ... ,xn} and= is the
sign for syntactic equality . For E-unification we obtain
{q,r} is E-unifiable iff ~E 3x 1 :s(1), ... , xn:s(n). q=r

-36where xiE~s(i) and lrE denotes the validity of a many-sorted
first-order formula. Using the sort-theorem for many-sorted
logic, cf. [Oberschelp 62, Walther 83], we obtain

where AE is the set of sort axioms, which expresses (or encodes)
the subsort order and the signature in terms of (unsorted)
first- order formulas, cf. [Oberschelp 62, Walther 83], (using
sort symbols as unary predicate symbols).
This work has only treated unification in many-sorted empty
equational theories. The investigation of many-sorted non-empty
equational theories (with and without polymorphism) is an interesting field for future research.
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10. APPENDICES
Appendix 1

Lemma For each oESUB, orEcrE iff oxErE and [oxJ~[xJ

for each xE'\1.

Proof

With orEcrE, we have o'\1crE, i.e. oxETE for each xE'\1.
Now assume by way of contradiction that [ox'Ji[x'J for some
x'E'\1.
If fEr[x'J,s for some sE~, then f(x' )ETE but of(x' )=
f(ox')fTE by definition of rE because [ox'Ji[x'J=[fJ 1 , i.e.
oTEctrE.VIZI
·~· We
tErE:

' ➔'

prove

by structural induction on t that otETE for each

Base case tEre,s= Then ot=tETE by definition of TE. IZI
Base case tE'\1: Then otETE by assumption. IZI
Induction Step: Suppose that t=f(t 1 ... tn)ErE and otiErE for each

i with 1SiSn. If tiE'\1, then [otiJS[tiJ by assumption, and if
ti~'\1, then [otiJ=[tiJ. Hence [otiJS[tiJS[fJi for each i, i.e.
otErE by definition of rE. IZI~
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Appendix 2

Let 1-Jh={Xf-Zh} and let dh={yf-zh} for each hESk. Then {l-lhlhESk} is
an mgw-set of D, cf. Definition 4.1, and obviously dh is a r-mgu
of 1-1hD. Hence by Definition 6.1 {dh 1-1hlhESk} is an mgu-set of D.
D
satisfies
the
maximal-sorts condition because lbs[DJ=
max(lbs[DJ)=Sk. Hence with dh 1Jh=8h ' Uk i s complete by Theorem
6 . 3 and minimal by Theorem 6.5. ~
0

0

Appendix 3

Let all notions be given as in Appendix 2. Then {dk_ 1 °1-1k_ 1 }=
{ek_ 1 } is an mgu- set of D, which is complete and minimal by the
same arguments as in Appendix 2.
The idea of how to prove that Din Example 3.3 has no complete
and minimal set of r-unifiers for k=oo is the same as in the
proof of Theorem 7.1, part 'f- ' : The existence of such a set
entails
(*)

and

VsElbs(S) 3smEmax(lbs(S)) . s~sm
since lbs(S)=N in Example 3.3, (N,<N) has a maximal element

by ( *) .

V
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Appendix 4

Let

with

~=SUN

S={a,b,c},
and

yE~b-

Then

v 1=D, lbs[V 1 J=NU{c} and

D={x,y},

where

therefore

max(lbs[V J)={c}. Hence 60=1+0, but for each nENc
1
ni~c, i.e D does not satisfy the maximal-sorts condi-

lbs[V 1 J,

xE~a

let <~=(NU{c})x({a,b})U<N, and let

tion. Figure 10.1 is a diagram of the sort hierarchy under consideration:

t

n

0

1

n-1

0

a

o

//-~
~ti/?

b

o

1
0

o

Figure 10.1

C
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Appendix 5

We prove that all E-matchers of a pair of E-terms are identical
on the relevant set of variables. Hence {o} is a complete and
minimal set of I:-matchers of a E-matching problem for each
I:-matcher o.

Let q,rETI: such that qsEr and let o,PESUBE such that
oq=pq=r. Then o=P[V(q)].
Theorem

Proof If ox+Px for some xEV(q), then oq+pq.v Hence ox=px

for each XEV(q), i.e. d=P[V(q)].

~
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